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About this Cookbook
Exploring our planet, enjoying new foods, hearing other languages, and meeting intriguing people
from around the world have always been part of my life. I was raised in a family that traveled and
moved around a lot. My brothers and I spent six years living in the Marshall Islands, with many trips
to Micronesian and Polynesian islands in the Pacific. My early fascination for world cultures and travel
was soon joined by a growing interest in cooking, art, and photography.
I decided to embrace a vegetarian way of life when I was fifteen years old – for ethical, environmental,
and health reasons. Within two years, I transitioned to vegan, when the term was mostly unknown.
I cooked often for family and friends, got really into Indian cooking and many other cuisines. After
high school, I completed a degree in Fine Arts, then worked in Boston and Philadelphia as an artist and
designer. My hunger for world cultures and cuisines grew. Weekend camping trips or city travels turned
to cross-country motorcycle tours. Week-long visits to Europe became months of backpacking in Asia.
In 2001, full of hope and ambition, I booked a one-way ticket and intensive German language course
and moved to Berlin. I continued cooking, painting, printmaking, designing, photographing, and visiting
at least one new country every year.
The Lotus and the Artichoke combines all of these passions. My first cookbook was a collection of
vegan recipes, art, photography, and stories inspired by my travels to over 40 countries. Following the
international success of that first book and two Kickstarter crowdfunding campaigns, it was time for
the next adventure. My partner Julia, our young son Kolja, and I spent 3 months in Mexico, the focus of
my second vegan cookbook, also published in German and English.
The dream of Sri Lanka actually began years ago: I stumbled upon an old Sri Lanka guidebook at an
outdoor market in Berlin. Turning the weathered pages, I recalled my travels to India, Nepal, and South
East Asia: riding rickety trains and buses, staying in simple guesthouses, checking out temples, trekking
in the mountains, swimming in the sea, meeting fantastic people, and falling in love with new foods.
Over the years, I read more about Sri Lanka’s past, politics, art, and traditions. I discovered Sri Lankan
cuisine at restaurants in Berlin and Paris: an intriguing mix of North and South Indian flavors, with strong
hints of Thai and other Asian influences, yet still wonderfully unique. I went regularly to the vegetarian
Sri Lankan buffet at a restaurant in my neighborhood, where I first tasted aromatic jackfruit and beetroot
curries, piping hot hoppers, and spicy coconut sambol. In Paris, I’d spend hours hanging out with the
cooks and waiters from the incredible eateries near La Chapelle, devouring snack classics like crispy dosa,
steamed idly, fried vada, spicy vegetable rolls, roti, and kottu.
In December 2014, the Sri Lanka dream happened. We flew to Colombo and began a 10 week journey to
explore the country. As with previous travels, I spent as much time as possible cooking with the locals,
getting into kitchens of homes and restaurants, trying new dishes, learning bits of languages, and riding
rickshaws, buses, trains, taxis, and scooters. I got to know an amazing country full of flavor and feeling,
energy and intrigue, wildlife and family life, traditions and modernity, and contrasting landscapes
and living philosophies. With this cookbook, I share with you my culinary adventures, insights, and
memories from an island, people, and cuisine that filled my heart and enchanted my senses.

Justin P. Moore
November 2015
Berlin, Germany
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Adventures in SRI LANKA
Our flight landed in Colombo in the cool darkness of early morning. At the airport, we changed money,
and squeezed into an old, white taxi cab with a young woman from Japan, and shared a ride to the Fort
area. We checked into The Grand Oriental Hotel, an immense, old lodging that time forgot. After the
sunrise, I went for a walk and found a breakfast eatery. I ordered black tea, dosa, idly, and spicy sambar
soup. In the heartland of Sri Lanka it had been raining for weeks. There were reports of flooding, but
in the city the sun was shining strong. It was a gorgeous first day of a ten week adventure in the land
of demons and spices. After a bath, Julia, Kolja and I took our first tuk-tuk ride across the city, winding
through the downtown. We walked along blocks of towering buildings and found ourselves in a bakery
shop with dozens of snacks of all shapes and sizes. I pointed anxiously at all the different Short Eats on
display. Soon our table was full of savory pastries, vegetable rolls, stuffed pies, and other treats. The
flavors and textures were intense! It was a lovely initiation into the culinary culture of Sri Lanka.
A tuk-tuk took us to the Gangaramaya Buddhist temple. The monks were milling about with their flowing
orange robes and shiny bald heads, smiling at us. We kicked off our shoes, went inside, and meditated
at the base of the immense golden Buddha. Little Kolja laughed and ran up and down the wooden
stairs, and quickly made friends with the monks. Later we rode to Pettah, a predominantly South
Indian Tamil neighborhood, climbing out of the tuk-tuk just as a colorful, loud procession reached the
aged Hindu temple where we stood. Coconuts were ceremoniously smashed amid cheers, and the
devout danced in the street in elaborate outfits decorated with shiny bells. We slipped into an eatery
and ordered a crispy dosa and soft, steamed idlies for lunch.
After two days exploring Colombo, we took a bus east to Kandy. On a steep, curvy path just off the
main lake, we discovered the Mango Garden guesthouse. In the evening we strolled the downtown
and had Vegetable Kottu. We explored a Buddhist temple tucked in a back alley, and chatted with the
monks. We visited the famous, high-security Buddhist’s tooth relic shrine. That night it rained hard and
a storm drain got clogged. At midnight, I stepped out of bed into ankle-deep water! A circus followed:
the guesthouse staff and I played midnight plumbers and we had to hang up all the wet things to dry.
We sketched ideas for our overland adventure, plotting a path around the country. Train lines east
were still shut from the flooding, and our gear was still damp. So we stayed longer in Kandy. The
breakfasts were the best: yellow Dal Curry, coconut rice Hoppers, fresh baked bread, Coconut Sambol,
and Banana Pancakes. The cook took me into the kitchen to help with the New Year’s Eve dinner feast,
an extravaganza with six vegan curries and rice dishes. The staff showed me the traditional spices and
how to prepare everything. The Beetroot Curry and Cabbage Curry really blew me away.
We visited old temple sites in the hilly countryside around Kandy and then took a tuk-tuk to Dambulla.
We climbed the steps of the Golden Temple to see the famous Buddhist caves. I’d just bought some
fresh, cut mango. A monkey jumped from the trees and stole the fruit right from my hands! The vendor
giggled and gave me another mango, which we cautiously ate before ascending further. The caves
were breathtaking! We meditated and took photos. I sketched reclining, standing, and sitting Buddhas,
and the fantastically painting ceilings. By the afternoon it was blazing hot and tour buses were lining
up. The caves were getting crowded. We decided to skip the sweaty climb up Sigiriya rock and went
to find dinner. At a Chinese restaurant I got into the kitchen and watched them make Vegetable Fried
Noodles. We struggled with the heat and mosquitoes that night in our room. After a simple toast and
jam breakfast, we rode back to Kandy. The Mango Garden was delighted to see us again, and I was
happy to eat and cook with them again before our first train ride in Sri Lanka.
At the charming little Kandy train station we found our train carriage and rode east, awed by panoramic
views of the lush, green, hill country. After a few hours, we arrived in Nuwara Eliya. Our next stay was
at a modest colonial-style villa, where we had lavish breakfasts and rice and curry dinners cooked with
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the family. I learned new dishes and a dessert: Bonchi, Okra, Pumpkin Dal, and Aluwa. The views from
our room were spectacular: Deep blue skies all day and majestic sunsets over the misty trees and hills.
We stayed up every night sharing travel stories and adventure ideas with Jamie and Laurent, and Birol
and Ildiko, other traveling couples also staying there at Chez Allen.
A few days later, the trains were still not running properly and we were stranded at the station for
hours. And then we were rolling once more through tea plantation landscapes to the chilly, foggy town
of Haputale. In the tiny kitchen at Bawa guesthouse, I learned how to cook Mango Pineapple Curry.
Downtown at a bakery café I was introduced to coconut roti and the art of vegetable roti. One afternoon
we visited the Dowa rock temple, and were impressed by the painted murals in the underground
shrine: lives of saints and spiritual bliss contrasted with face-eating demons and hellish afterworlds.
The bus south weaved along treacherous mountain roads, curved along rivers, and through jungles. We
saw the massive Diyaluma waterfall and then changed buses in dusty Wellawaya. The next ride was
at first exhilarating, then terrifying. The driver drove insanely fast, overtaking tuk-tuks, cars, trucks,
and other buses with zero regard for oncoming traffic, curves, or the cries of the passengers. Somehow
we arrived in Tissamaharama uninjured. We walked around town after checking into the guesthouse
and found a street-side eatery making delicious hoppers. We rested in the sunshine at the massive,
Buddhist dagoba. For dinner we ate carrot, leek, potato, and dal curries. At 4:30 the next morning we
got up and climbed sleepily into the safari truck with our driver and a silent couple from Switzerland.
We drove in the darkness to Yala National Park. The sunrise was spectacular! It was a bumpy and
messy ride, and we saw lots of monkeys, crocodiles, peacocks, and other birds. And just one elephant.
We were tracking a leopard for a while, but never found him. After a picnic lunch, more driving about,
and a few hundred more photographs, we drove back to Tissa and stayed for one more night.
The bus to Matara went smoothly. I was excited to finally arrive on Sri Lanka’s famous south coast.
I always talk to others on the road for ideas about where to go and what to see. Guidebooks and
maps are great, but I enjoy the unexpected and decisions on the go more than detailed schedules
and advanced reservations in unseen places. In the age of internet, travel blogs, and mass tourism it’s
tricky, but not impossible to travel with spontaneity. People told me Tangalle was a chilled-out beach
town with a relaxed backpacker vibe. We arrived and quickly found a room for the first night. The
next morning I did my usual exploring to find food and better lodging options. We ran into Jamie and
Laurent, whom we’d met at Chez Allen. Right after that, we met a German couple reading in the shade
of their bungalow at Peacock Land, a place hidden on a small path up from the beach. Coincidentally,
Nandini and Hariseva also live in Berlin, and we have common friends. Once I saw the tantalizing food
served at the open-air dining area, I was sold; We moved into the available bungalow next door. In the
mornings, I’d paddle the kayak out under the mangrove trees and listen to nature and watch monkeys
jumping in the trees. The waves at the beach were too strong to swim, but a short tuk-tuk ride away
was a peaceful inlet beach, Goyambokka. Back in Tangalle, we feasted on hoppers and sambol for
breakfast, and for dinner I’d cook with the family. I learned a new jackfruit curry and was introduced
to banana blossoms. At a bakery shop I discovered Kalu Dodol, a creamy rice and coconut fudge sweet.
After a few days it was time to move on. We first visited the giant Buddha statue at Dickwella and then
rode to Polhena, a sleepy surfer town that travelers had told us about. We got a tiny room near the
beach and went for a swim. That night we ate spicy vegetable fried rice at a popular street food shack.
We pushed forward the next day and arrived in Midigama. Cows were strolling on the beach and after
some asking around, we found a rather broken down little house to rent. While taking a shower that
night the faucet came out of the wall and water went everywhere! I managed to get it all back together
but we decided to find a nicer place. We moved into a guesthouse perched at a famous surf spot, with
shacks across the street for roti and king coconuts. We had a lovely dinner with the family of a tuk-tuk
driver we’d met. We also took a day trip to Welligama, went swimming in the ocean, and had smoothies
and short eats downtown.
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Soon we packed up and headed to Galle Fort, where we stayed with the Nisala family. Kolja played
with their kids in the courtyard and I played in the kitchen, learning how to make fresh coconut milk
and several new curries. At the amazing Indian Hut restaurant we had many awesome meals. In the
afternoons, we’d often chase down the bakery tuk-tuk for hot vadas and coconut pockets. I met an
artist with a greying, knotted beard and bought many hand-carved and painted traditional masks and
Buddhist figures from him.
Our next stop was Hikkaduwa, a lively surfer beach town. We stayed for a week, eating lunch every day
at the downstairs roti shack. I rented a surfboard and rode the morning waves, a nostalgic reminder
of life last winter in Lo de Marcos, Mexico. We had an emotional visit to the Tsunami museum a few
miles north, learning from survivors and a moving exhibit about the 2004 tragedy. We looked at houses
and considered staying in Hikkaduwa for several weeks, but ultimately decided to explore the less
touristy north, starting with some world heritage sites on the way. We took the 5 a.m. train to Colombo,
and spent a day extending our visas. We enjoyed more great meals, including my first Chilli Paratha.
After a long, hot bus ride we arrived in the ancient Buddhist capital, Anuradhapura. The sites were
impressive, especially the massive, thousand year old red brick dagoba. Under the peaceful shade of
the legendary Mahabodhi tree, we listened to pilgrims pray, sing, and munch on picnic snacks.
After three days we rode on to Trincomalee on the north east coast. In the neighboring town of
Uppuveli, we checked into a beach guesthouse and made friends with Juan, Elena and their young
daughter, Aliya. We stayed at Shiva’s almost two weeks, going for countless walks and swims on the
mostly empty beaches, doing yoga on the roof, and exploring local Hindu temples – most of which
require men to remove their shirts before entering. We rented a scooter for a week and drove to
Buddhist ruins in the jungle, and ate many fantastic meals at Anna Poorani Pure Vegetarian restaurant
in Trinco, where I got addicted to their delicious Date Cake. The owner of Shiva’s invited us to his family
home. We had lunch with Pavan and his wife and I learned how to make traditional Payasam, sweet
tapioca pudding. Back at the beach restaurant, I learned Vegetable Fried Noodles with fiery Lunu Miris.
I rode the scooter to Nilaveli to look for the next place to stay, but was unimpressed, particularly by
the lack of food options. We wanted to settle somewhere, but were hungry to go deeper into the Tamil
North. So, we rode a full bus to Vavuniya, arriving in a heavy downpour. The streets were flooding,
and we ducked into a little guesthouse. Our room was basic and comfortable, but the bathroom had
hundreds of mosquitoes, making it practically impossible to use. We visited a few temples, a funny tworoom archeology mini-museum, and I got some traditional music CDs at a shop.
The train to Jaffna started running again only recently. Riding through the war-torn north we saw
evidence of the civil war: Bombed-out jungles, dilapidated villages, crumbling buildings, and rusty
military vehicles. Still waking up to tourism, Jaffna was different than everywhere else we’d been. The
limited tourist infrastructure is still more geared toward UN and NGO workers, and many of the people
we met were involved with humanitarian projects. We first stayed at Morgan’s, a guesthouse famous
since Angeline Jolie stayed there years ago. In the morning we’d often eat hoppers and drink tea with
the locals at a tiny eatery across the street. At an excellent vegetarian place downtown, Malayan, we
ate our favorite South Indian dishes. The market was great for fresh fruit and vegetables, and we also
got some clothes to blend in more with local styles. Some of the best food of our trip was at Mangos
restaurant, where we had thali and dosa every night. I watched the guys cranking out dozens of crispy
pancakes with insanely delicious fillings, like Masala Mushroom – my instant favorite. It was also there
that I discovered Kesari sweets. We stayed almost a week at the friendly and relaxed Sarra Guesthouse,
a gorgeous Dutch-era colonial mansion in a well-kept yard of flowers and antique vehicles.
On a day trip, we traveled through remote villages where the war scars are still obvious. We saw temples
being rebuilt and repainted, wild colors and characters towering over gilded facades. At the end of
several long bridges and oddly naked landscapes, we left our tuk-tuk behind, put on life jackets and
climbed into a small wooden boat. In the hold we sat with 20 pilgrims and an exposed, oil-sputtering
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engine chugging away. We crossed the choppy waves to Nainativu island and docked the boat,
anxious for solid footing again. Through a giant gate we entered the temple complex just at lunchtime.
The busy kitchen was serving hot vegetables with red rice on banana leaves. We sat on the ground and
ate with our hands. As we were finishing, an older lady came over and offered us coconut sweet rice,
with intense cardamom and cinnamon flavors. We walked the pilgrim path to the second holy site, a
Buddhist shrine. Kolja napped in the shade, and I drew in my sketchbook. The ferry took us back to the
mainland. We met our tuk-tuk driver and drove back to Jaffna for another night.
We moved on and spent just one night in Mannar. The food downtown was good, but there wasn’t
much else for us, asides from a giant, old baobab tree. I heard the beaches are pristine, but none of the
accommodations appealed to me. Soon we were on another bus, riding down the coast. The movie on
the bus (something about a giant gorilla and his human friends and adversaries) started over again as
soon as it ended. By time we reached Kalipittya, I’d seen the movie three and a half times. Kalipitya
has nice beaches, calm water, and good wind, making it great for kite surfing. We stayed a couple nights
in a simple, single-level house just off the beach. I shopped for vegetables and cooked our meals in the
basic kitchen. When night fell, I would sit for hours in the sandy yard of our house and meditate on the
sky: Millions of stars puncturing the immense fabric of the heavens. And the stars said go back south.
We traveled two days down the coast, staying overnight in Negombo, and continuing to Unawatuna.
I had wondered why this “paradise” beach town was praised in my old Sri Lankan guidebook, but was
rarely mentioned positively in newer books. Tourism has been rough on Unawatuna. Ten years ago
it was certainly less crowded and more enjoyable. Now it’s an overrun enclave of holiday makers,
similar to Hikkaduwa, but focused in a smaller area. I enjoyed some fantastic meals on the main street,
including two great dinners at Mettu’s tiny eatery with four tables. The exotic fruit at the local market
was excellent, and every day I went to my trusty coconut vendor, who always laughed and insisted I
pay him “later”. In the rooftop kitchen of our toasty, noisy apartment, I cooked curries and breakfasts.
The best thing about Unawatuna, was undoubtedly Jungle Beach – a short, hilly trek beyond town. The
water was hypnotic and warm. From that secluded beach you could venture further through the jungle,
or swim around a rock jetty, to a second, even more remote, secret beach.
After a week we moved a short ride south to Dalawella for the final weeks of our Sri Lankan adventure.
First we stayed at Pearly’s Dream Cabanas. I enjoyed cooking with her in the kitchen, but we soon
met another family staying in the seaside bungalows next door. So we moved from a wooden hut to
a spacious apartment with a kitchen and lawn. Every morning we walked in the sand to Wijaya beach,
with natural pools of calm, crystal-clear water protected from the waves by the reef. We swam, built
sand castles, and stared at the towering palm trees heavy with coconuts. We often took the bus to Galle
for shopping, Indian food, short eats, and to visit our artist friend. We also visited the beach town of
Mirissa for a day of different waves, new faces, and other curries.
Our return flight to Germany was approaching. We packed our backpacks and rode on four buses and
two tuk-tuks north to Negombo, checking into Sea Joy, an ordinary guesthouse with an extraordinary
restaurant. We walked around the town, drank our last King Coconuts, saw our last sunset, had our last
Jackfruit Curry and parathas. I stocked up on Sri Lankan spices to bring home, and bargained for a few
more souvenirs and gifts. There are countries, cultures, and cuisines that impress you, change you, and
stay with you, begging to be remembered and revisited. I think of my time in Sri Lanka every day, and
long to return for more adventures, insights, and flavors.
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Lucky 13 Roasted Curry Powder
original spice mix
makes about 1/2 cup / time 20 min
1/3 cup (25 g) whole coriander seeds
1 1/2 Tbs (10 g) whole cumin seeds
1 tsp whole fennel seeds
1 tsp black peppercorns
2 tsp fenugreek seeds
1 tsp black mustard seeds
3 pieces cinnamon bark
10 fresh or 20 dried curry leaves
3 cardamom pods
3 cloves
1 or 2 dried red chilies optional
1 dried pandan (rampe) leaf or 1 dried bay leaf
1/2 tsp turmeric ground
1.

Heat a heavy (e.g. cast iron) frying pan on medium heat.

2.

Lightly roast all ingredients except turmeric until fragrant, and lightly browned,
stirring constantly, about 5–7 min. Be careful not to burn spices!

3.

Remove from heat and allow to cool.

4.

Grind to a fine powder with a coffee grinder, or mortar and pestle.

5.

Mix in turmeric. Store in an airtight container in a cool, dark place.
Will keep for 2–3 months.

Variations:
Lucky 7 Curry Powder: Prepare as above, but using only coriander seeds, cumin seeds,
fenugreek seeds, black mustard seeds, curry leaves, cardamom, and turmeric.
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Pol Sambol
red-hot coconut topping
serves 2 / time 10 min
2 cups (180 g) fresh coconut grated
or 1 cup (85 g) dried grated coconut + 1/2 cup (120 ml) warm water
1 small red onion finely chopped
1 clove garlic finely chopped
1/2 tsp black pepper ground
1/2–1 tsp chili powder
1 tsp paprika ground
1 tsp sugar
1–2 Tbs lime juice
1/4–1/2 tsp sea salt
1 red or green chili finely chopped, for garnish
1.

If using dried grated coconut, first mix well with water and soak 20 min.

2.

In a mortar and pestle, grind and pound onion and garlic to a coarse paste.
Alternately, mix well in bowl.

3.

Add grated coconut, black pepper, chili powder, paprika, and sugar. Mix well.

4.

Add lime juice and salt, adding more as desired to taste.

5.

Garnish with finely chopped red or green chili.

6.

Serve with Dal Curry, Hoppers, bread, or snacks.

Variations:
Extra Heat: Add 1/2–1 tsp red chili flakes along with other spices.
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Kadala Thel Dala
deviled chickpeas with tomatoes & spices
serves 2 to 3 / time 30 min
2 cups (14 oz / 400 g) cooked chickpeas
or 1 cup (185 g) dried chickpeas
6–8 cherry tomatoes chopped or 1 medium (80 g) tomato chopped
1 medium (100 g) red onion chopped or 2–3 spring onions chopped
1 clove garlic finely chopped
3/4 in (2 cm) fresh ginger finely chopped
1 green chili seeded, finely chopped optional
1 Tbs coconut oil or vegetable oil
1/2 tsp curry powder (page 23)
1/2 tsp cumin ground
1/2 tsp coriander ground
1/2 tsp black pepper ground
1 tsp chili powder or paprika ground
1/2 tsp turmeric ground
6–8 curry leaves
2 Tbs grated coconut
1 tsp soy sauce (Shoyu)
2 Tbs lime juice or lemon juice
1 Tbs agave syrup or sugar
1 tsp sea salt
fresh coriander chopped for garnish
1.

If using dried chickpeas: Soak 8 hrs or overnight. Boil with fresh water in covered pot until soft,
60–90 min. Drain. If using canned chickpeas, rinse and drain before use.

2.

Heat oil in a large pot on medium heat. Add chopped onions, garlic, ginger, green chili (if using),
curry powder, ground cumin, coriander, black pepper, chili powder (or paprika), turmeric, and
curry leaves. Fry, stirring frequently, until onions begin to soften, 3–5 min.

3.

Add cooked chickpeas, chopped tomatoes, grated coconut, soy sauce, lime (or lemon) juice,
agave syrup (or sugar), and salt. Mix well. Cook, partially covered, stirring regularly, 9–12 min.

4.

Garnish with fresh chopped coriander or chopped spring onion green tips. Serve!

Variations:
Vedic: Replace garlic and onions with a pinch of asafoetida (hing) powder and more chopped tomatoes.
Redder: Add 1 Tbs tomato paste along with chickpeas.
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Watalappam
traditional spiced coconut custard
serves 4 to 6 / time 40 min +
1 1/2 cups (360 ml) coconut milk
1/4 cup (50 g) sugar
1 Tbs corn starch
1 tsp agar powder or 2 tsp agar flakes
1/4 cup (60 ml) water
1/2 tsp vanilla bean ground or 1 tsp vanilla extract
1/2 tsp cinnamon ground
1/2 tsp nutmeg ground
1/4 tsp (about 6 pods) cardamom ground
1/8 tsp (about 5 pieces) cloves ground
2 Tbs cashews lightly roasted, crumbled for garnish
palm syrup or agave syrup
1.

Bring coconut milk to low boil in medium pot on medium heat. Stir in sugar.

2.

Whisk corn starch and agar powder (or flakes) into 1/4 cup (60 ml) water in small bowl. Stir into
simmering coconut milk. Return to simmer. Reduce heat to low. Cook 5 min, stirring regularly.

3.

Stir in ground vanilla, cinnamon, nutmeg, cardamom, cloves. Continue to cook, stirring
constantly, until thickened, 3–5 min. Remove from heat.

4.

Fill 4 to 6 small bowls with custard mix. Let cool 20 min. Transfer to refrigerator and chill for
6 hours or overnight.

5.

Remove chilled bowls from fridge and loosen around the custard with a knife. Carefully turn bowl
upside down on plate and hit it gently on top a few times. Lift bowl to see that custard has been
released. If not, poke it a few times with knife.

6.

Drizzle with syrup and garnish with crumbled, roasted cashews and/or chopped fruit
and berries.

Variations:
No Coco: Replace coconut milk with soy, oat, or almond milk.
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